What other information will be added to Know Your Place?

Know Your Place will continue to develop as more information is added. Some of this information will come from communities and members of the public, but the HER will also add more layers of information.

Over the next few months we will add:

- Tithe apportionment data that will provide information about who owned the plots of land and what those places were used for in the 1840s.
- Ashmead 1874 mapping for the central area.
- A layer of street names from the 1851 census to create a nineteenth century street search. This will assist with family record research where people wish to find where relatives once lived.
- Further Ordnance Survey mapping will be added as it becomes available, this will include some surveys that were undertaken by the Council Mapping team in the 1930s and 40s.
- Further historic images will be added in particular many images from the Samuel Loxton Collection of early twentieth century drawings held at the Reference Library.